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Abstract

The purpose of this research is to develop effective machine learning or data mining techniques based on flexible neural tree FNT.

Based on the pre-defined instruction/operator sets, a flexible neural tree model can be created and evolved. This framework allows input

variables selection, over-layer connections and different activation functions for the various nodes involved. The FNT structure is

developed using genetic programming (GP) and the parameters are optimized by a memetic algorithm (MA). The proposed approach

was applied for two real-world problems involving designing intrusion detection system (IDS) and for breast cancer classification. The

IDS data has 41 inputs/features and the breast cancer classification problem has 30 inputs/features. Empirical results indicate that the

proposed method is efficient for both input feature selection and improved classification rate.

r 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Variable selection refers to the problem of selecting input
variables that are most predictive for a given outcome.
Appropriate variable selection can greatly enhance the
effectiveness and potential interpretability of an inference
model. Variable selection problems are found in all
supervised and unsupervised machine learning tasks
including classification, regression, time-series prediction,
and clustering.

Various data mining techniques have been applied for
designing efficient intrusion detection systems because it
has the advantage of discovering useful knowledge that
describes a user’s or program’s behavior from large audit
data sets. This papers proposes a flexible neural tree (FNT)
[5] for selecting the input variables and detection of
network intrusions. Based on the pre-defined instruction/
operator sets, a FNT model can be created and evolved.
e front matter r 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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FNT allows input variables selection, over-layer connec-
tions and different activation functions for different nodes.
In our previous work, the hierarchical structure was
evolved using probabilistic incremental program evolution
algorithm (PIPE) [20] with specific instructions. In this
research work, the hierarchical structure is evolved using
genetic programming (GP). The fine tuning of the
parameters encoded in the structure is accomplished using
memetic algorithm (MA).
The proposed method interleaves both optimizations.

Starting with random structures and corresponding para-
meters, it first tries to improve the structure and then as
soon as an improved structure is found, it fine tunes its
parameters. It then goes back to improving the structure
again and, fine tunes the structure and rules’ parameters.
This loop continues until a satisfactory solution is found or
a time limit is reached.

2. A memetic algorithm

MAs are population-based approaches for heuristic
search in optimization problems [18]. Basically, they are
genetic algorithms that apply a separate local search
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process to refine individuals. One big difference between
memes and genes is that memes are processed and possibly
improved by the people that hold them—something that
cannot happen to genes. Experimental results show that the
MAs have better results over simple genetic or evolu-
tionary algorithms [11].

2.1. Genetic algorithm

Genetic algorithm based on the Darwinian survival of
the fittest theory, is an efficient and broadly applicable
global optimization algorithm [10]. In contrast to conven-
tional search techniques, genetic algorithm starts from a
group of points coded as finite length alphabet strings
instead of one real parameter set. Furthermore, genetic
algorithm is not a hill-climbing algorithm hence the
derivative information and step size calculation are not
required. The three basic operators of genetic algorithms
are: selection, crossover and mutation. It selects some
individuals with stronger adaptability from population
according to the fitness, and then decides the copy number
of individual according to the selection methods such as
Backer stochastic universal sampling. It exchanges and
recombines a pair of chromosome through crossover.
Mutation is done to change certain point state via
probability. In general, one needs to choose suitable
crossover and mutation probability time and again via
real problems.

2.2. Local search method

Local search method is a method of searching a small
area around a solution and adopting a better solution if
found. The search begins with choosing a direction of
movement is prescribed according to some algorithm, and
a line search or trust region approach is performed to
determine an appropriate next step. The process is repeated
at the new point and the algorithm continues until a local
minimum is found. In this research, a simple random local
search model is employed.

Given a parameter vector yðkÞ ¼ ½l1ðkÞ; l2ðkÞ; . . . ; lnðkÞ�,
where k is random search step. Let xðkÞ ¼ ½x1ðkÞ;x2ðkÞ; . . . ;
xnðkÞ� denote the small random disturbance vector which is
generated according to a probability density function. The
random search algorithm used can be summarized as
follows:
(1)
 Choose an initial value of the parameter vector to be
optimized randomly, yð0Þ, calculate the objective
function, F ðyð0ÞÞ, and set k ¼ 0.
(2)
 Generate random search vector xðkÞ.
� Calculate F ðyðkÞ þ xðkÞÞ. If F ðyðkÞ þ xðkÞÞoF ðyðkÞÞ,
the current search is said to be success and
yðk þ 1Þ ¼ yðkÞ þ xðkÞ. Else,
� calculate F ðyðkÞ � xðkÞÞ. If F ðyðkÞ � xðkÞÞoF ðyðkÞÞ,
the current search is said to be success too and
yðk þ 1Þ ¼ yðkÞ � xðkÞ. Otherwise,
� the search is said to be failure, and

yðk þ 1Þ ¼

yðkÞ If Kþer4Ker;K
�
er4Ker;

yðkÞ þ xðkÞ If KþeroK�er;

yðkÞ � xðkÞ If KþerXK�er;

8><
>: (1)

where KerX1 is the maximum error ratio. The user
defined parameter Ker ¼ 1:001 for our experiments.
Kþer and K�er are defined by

Kþer ¼
F ðyðkÞ þ xðkÞÞ

F ðyðkÞÞ
, (2)

K�er ¼
F ðyðkÞ � xðkÞÞ

F ðyðkÞÞ
. (3)
(3)
 If a satisfied solution is found then stop, else set k ¼

k þ 1 and go to step (2).
Note that the effectiveness of random search depends
largely on the random search vector xðkÞ. Here, the xðkÞ is
created and adapted by using similar technique with the
evolution strategy (ES)

xðkÞ ¼ Nð0; sðkÞ2Þ,

siðkÞ ¼ siðk � 1Þet̄zetzi ; i 2 1; 2; . . . ; n, (4)

where xðkÞ is the parameter vector to be optimized and t, t̄
and si are the strategy parameters. The values for t and t̄
are fixed to

t ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
ffiffiffi
n
p

q� ��1
; t̄ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
2n
p� ��1

. (5)

The zi and z are sampled from a standard normal
distribution, which characterize the mutation exercised on
the strategy and the objective parameters. The si is also
called step-sizes without self-adaption.
The proposed MAs can be described as follows:
S1
 Generate an initial GA population;

S2
 Evaluate all individuals in the population;

S3
 For each individual in the population perform local

search on it and Replace it with locally improved
solution;
S4
 Apply standard genetic algorithm operators to create a
new population.
S5
 If satisfactory solution is found then stop, otherwise go
to step S2.
In this research, the MA is employed to optimize the
parameter vector of FNT and the weights and bias of a
NN.
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3. Flexible neural tree classifier

In this research, a tree-structural-based encoding method
with specific instruction set is selected for representing a
FNT model [5,6].
Table 1

The flexible activation functions

Gaussian function f ðx; a; bÞ ¼ expð�ðx� aÞ2=b2Þ

Unipolar sigmoid function f ðx; aÞ ¼ 2jaj

1þe�2jajx

Bipolar sigmoid function f ðx; aÞ ¼ 1�e�2xa

að1þe�2xaÞ

Non-local radial coordinates f ðx; a; bÞ ¼ ðb2
þ kx� ak2Þ�aða40Þ

General multiquadratics f ðx; a; bÞ ¼ ðb2
þ kx� ak2Þbð0obo1Þ

Thin-plate s-spline function f ðx; a; bÞ ¼ ðbkx� akÞ2 lnðbkx� akÞ
3.1. Flexible neuron instructor and FNT model

The function set F and terminal instruction set T used
for generating a FNT model are described as follows:

S ¼ F [ T ¼ fþ2;þ3; . . . ;þNg [ fx1; . . . ;xng, (6)

where þiði ¼ 2; 3; . . . ;NÞ denote non-leaf nodes’ instruc-
tions and taking i arguments. x1;x2; . . . ;xn are leaf nodes’
instructions and taking no other arguments. The output of
a non-leaf node is calculated as a flexible neuron model (see
Fig. 1). From this point of view, the instruction þi is also
called a flexible neuron operator with i inputs. In the
creation process of neural tree, if a non-terminal instruc-
tion, i.e., þiði ¼ 2; 3; 4; . . . ;NÞ is selected, i real values are
randomly generated and used for representing the connec-
tion strength between the node þi and its children. In
addition, two adjustable parameters ai and bi are randomly
created as flexible activation function parameters. Some
examples of flexible activation functions are shown in
Table 1.

For developing the FNT classifier, the following flexible
activation function is used:

f ðai; bi;xÞ ¼ e�ððx�aiÞ=biÞ
2
. (7)

The output of a flexible neuron þn can be calculated as
follows: the total excitation of þn is

netn ¼
Xn

j¼1

wj � xj, (8)

where xjðj ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ are the inputs to node þn. The
output of the node þn is then calculated by

outn ¼ f ðan; bn; netnÞ ¼ e�ððnetn�anÞ=bnÞ
2
. (9)
x1

xn

x2 +n

ω1

ωn

f (a,b)
y

ω2

Output layer

Second hidd
layer 

First hidden 

Input layer

Fig. 1. A flexible neuron operator (left), and a typical representation of the

instruction set T ¼ fx1; x2;x3g (right).
A typical flexible neuron operator and a neural tree
model are illustrated in Fig. 1. The overall output of
flexible neural tree can be computed from left to right by
depth-first method, recursively.
3.2. The optimization of FNT model

The optimization of FNT including the tree-structure
and parameter optimization. Finding an optimal or near-
optimal neural tree is formulated as a product of evolution.
A number of neural tree variation operators are developed
as follows:

Mutation: Five different mutation operators were
employed to generate offspring from the parents. These
mutation operators are as follows:
(1)
x

en 

layer

x1

FNT
Changing one terminal node: randomly select one
terminal node in the neural tree and replace it with
another terminal node.
(2)
 Changing all the terminal nodes: select each and every
terminal node in the neural tree and replace it with
another terminal node.
(3)
 Growing: select a random leaf in hidden layer of the
neural tree and replace it with a newly generated
subtree.
(4)
 Pruning: randomly select a function node in the neural
tree and replace it with a terminal node.
+6

x1

x3x2

1 x2 x3 x3 x2 x1
x3x2

x3x2

+3

+3 +2 +3

+2

with function instruction set F ¼ fþ2;þ3;þ4;þ5;þ6g, and terminal
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(5)
 Pruning the redundant terminals: if a node has more
than 2 terminals, the redundant terminals should be
deleted.
Crossover: Select two neural trees randomly and select
one non-terminal node in the hidden layer for each neural
tree randomly, and then swap the selected subtree. The
crossover operator is implemented with a pre-defined a
probability 0.3 in this study.

Selection: Evolutionary programming (EP) style tourna-
ment selection was applied to select the parents for the next
generation [4]. Pairwise comparison is conducted for the
union of m parents and m offsprings. For each individual, q

opponents are chosen uniformly at random from all the
parents and offspring. For each comparison, if the
individual’s fitness is no smaller than the opponent’s, it
receives a selection. Select m individuals out of parents and
offsprings, that have most wins to form the next genera-
tion. This is repeated for each generation until a pre-
defined number of generations or when the best structure is
found.

3.2.1. Parameter optimization by MA

Parameter optimization is achieved by the MA algorithm
as described in Section 2. In this stage, the architecture of
FNT model is fixed, and it is the best tree developed during
the end of run of the structure search. The parameters
(weights and flexible activation function parameters)
encoded in the best tree formulate an individual. The GA
algorithm works as follows:
(a)
 Initial population is generated randomly. The learning
parameters crossover and mutation probabilities in
MA should be assigned in advance.
(b)
 The objective function value is calculated for each
individual.
(c)
 Implementation of the local search, selection, crossover
and mutation operators.
(d)
 If maximum number of generations is reached or no
better parameter vector is found for a significantly long
time (100 steps), then stop, otherwise goto step (b).
3.3. Feature/input selection with FNT

It is often a difficult task to select variables (features) for
the classification problem, especially when the feature
space is large. A fully connected NN classifier usually
cannot do this. In the perspective of FNT framework, the
nature of model construction procedure allows the FNT to
identify important input features in building an IDS that is
computationally efficient and effective.

The mechanisms of input selection in the FNT con-
structing procedure are as follows: (1) initially the input
variables are selected to formulate the FNT model with
same probabilities; (2) the variables which have more
contribution to the objective function will be enhanced and
have high opportunity to survive at next generation by an
evolutionary procedure; (3) the evolutionary operators i.e.,
crossover and mutation, provide an input selection method
by which the FNT should select appropriate variables
automatically.

4. NN classifier

A neural network classifier trained by MA with flexible
bipolar sigmoid activation functions at hidden layer were
constructed. Before describing details of the algorithm for
training NN classifier, the issue of coding is presented.
Coding concerns the way the weights and the flexible
activation function parameters of NN are represented by
individuals or particles. A float point coding scheme is
adopted here. For NN coding, suppose there are M nodes
in hidden layer and one node in output layer and n input
variables, then the number of total weights is
n �M þM � 1, the number of thresholds is M þ 1 and
the number of flexible activation function parameters is
M þ 1, therefore the total number of free parameters in a
NN to be coded is n �M þM þ 2ðM þ 1Þ. These para-
meters are coded into an individual or particle orderly.
The simple loop of the proposed training algorithm for

neural network is as follows.
S1
 Initialization. Initial population is generated randomly.
The learning parameters, i.e., crossover and mutation
probabilities, should be assigned in advance;
S2
 Evaluation. The objective function value is calculated
for each individual;
S3
 Implementation of the local search, selection, crossover
and mutation operators;
S4
 If maximum number of generations is reached or no
better parameter vector is found for a significantly long
time (100 steps), then stop, otherwise goto step S2.
5. Decision tree classification

For comparison purpose, a decision tree (DT) classifica-
tion method is also implemented. Feature selection is done
based on the contribution the input variables make to the
construction of the decision tree. Feature importance is
determined by the role of each input variable either as a
main splitter or as a surrogate. Surrogate splitters are
defined as back-up rules that closely mimic the action of
primary splitting rules. Suppose that, in a given model, the
algorithm splits data according to variable protocol_type
and if a value for protocol_type is not available, the
algorithm might substitute service as a good surrogate.
Variable importance, for a particular variable is the sum
across all nodes in the tree of the improvement scores that
the predictor has when it acts as a primary or surrogate
(but not competitor) splitter. Example, for node i, if the
predictor appears as the primary splitter then its
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contribution towards importance could be given as
iimportance. But if the variable appears as the nth surrogate
instead of the primary variable, then the importance
becomes iimportance ¼ ðp

nÞ � iimprovement, in which p is the
surrogate improvement weight which is a user-controlled
parameter set between (0-1) [3].

Decision tree induction is one of the classification
algorithms in data mining. Classification algorithm is
inductively learned to construct a model from the pre-
classified data set. The inductively learned model of
classification algorithm is used to develop IDS [2,3].

6. Experiment results and analysis

The parameters used for both experiments are listed in
Table 2. In addition, all experiments were performed using
a 2.8GHz processor with 512MB of RAM.

6.1. Intrusion detection system

Intrusion detection is classified into two types: misuse
intrusion detection and anomaly intrusion detection.
Misuse intrusion detection uses well-defined patterns of
the attack that exploit weaknesses in system and applica-
tion software to identify the intrusions. Anomaly intrusion
detection identifies deviations from the normal usage
behavior patterns to identify the intrusion.

Various intelligent paradigms namely neural networks
[7], support vector machine [19], neuro-fuzzy systems [21],
Linear GP [1] and decision trees [3] have been used for
intrusion detection. Various data mining techniques have
been applied to intrusion detection because it has the
advantage of discovering useful knowledge that describes a
user’s or program’s behavior from large audit data sets.

Current intrusion detection systems (IDS) examine all
data features to detect intrusion or misuse patterns. Some
of the features may be redundant or contribute little (if
anything) to the detection process. The purpose of this
study is to identify important input features in building an
IDS that is computationally efficient and effective. This
paper proposes an IDS model based on general and
enhanced FNT.

6.1.1. Data set

The data for our experiments was prepared by the 1998
DARPA intrusion detection evaluation program by MIT
Table 2

Parameter settings

Population size 50

Crossover probability 0.4

Mutation probability 0.03

a 0.7

bð0Þ 0.05

bð1Þ 0.4
Lincoln Lab. The data set contains 24 attack types that
could be classified into four main categories namely denial

of service (DOS), remote to user (R2L), user to root (U2R)
and probing. The original data contains 744MB data with
4,940,000 records. The data set has 41 attributes for each
connection record plus one class label. Some features are
derived features, which are useful in distinguishing normal
from attacks. These features are either nominal or numeric.
Some features examine only the connection in the past 2 s
that have the same destination host as the current
connection, and calculate statistics related to protocol
behavior, service, etc. These called same host features.
Some features examine only the connections in the past 2 s
that have same service as the current connection and called
same service features. Some other connection records were
also stored by destination host, and features were
constructed using a window of 100 connections to the
same host instead of a time window. These called host-
based traffic features. R2L and U2R attacks do not have
any sequential patterns like DOS and probe because the
former attacks have the attacks embedded in the data
packets whereas the later attacks have many connections in
a short amount of time. So some features that look for
suspicious behavior in the data packets like number of
failed logins are constructed and these are called contents
features. The data for our experiments contains randomly
generated 11,982 records having 41 features [15].
This data set has five different classes namely normal

DOS, R2L, U2R and probe. The training and test
comprises of 5092 and 6890 records, respectively. All the
IDS models were trained and tested with the same set of
data. As the data set has five different classes we performed
a 5-class binary classification. The normal data belongs to
class 1, probe belongs to class 2, DOS belongs to class 3,
U2R belongs to class 4 and R2L belongs to class 5.

6.1.2. Feature selection and classification using FNT

paradigms

For this simulation, the original 41 input variables are
used for constructing a FNT model. A FNT classifier was
constructed using the training data and then the classifier
was used on the test data set to classify the data as an
attack or normal data. The instruction sets used to create
an optimal FNT classifier is S ¼ F [ T ¼ fþ5; . . . ;þ20g[

fx1; x2; . . . ; x41g. Where xiði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 41Þ denotes the 41
features.
The optimal FNTs for classes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are shown in

Figs. 2 and 3. It should be noted that the important
features for constructing the FNT model were formulated
in accordance with the procedure mentioned in the
previous section. These important variables are shown in
Table 3. Table 4 depicts the detection performance of the
FNT by using the original 41 variable data set.

6.1.3. Classification using NN without feature selection

For comparison purpose, a neural network classifier
trained by MA with flexible bipolar sigmoid activation
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Table 3

The important features selected by the FNT algorithm

Attack class Important variables

Normal x3;x11; x21; x40

Probe x1;x3; x12; x18;x20;x21; x23; x26;x27;x31; x37; x41

DOS x1;x8; x10; x11;x16;x17; x20; x12;x23;x28; x29; x31

Y. Chen et al. / Neurocomputing 70 (2006) 305–313310
functions were constructed using the same training data
sets and then the neural network classifier was used on the
test data set to detect the different types of attacks. All the
input variables were used for the experiments. Table 4
depicts the detection performance of NN by using the
original 41 variable data set.

6.1.4. Decision tree classification

The important variables were also decided by their
contribution to the construction of the decision tree.
Variable rankings were generated in terms of percentages.
We eliminated the variables that had 0.00% rankings and
considered only the primary splitters or surrogates. This
resulted in a reduced 12 variable data set with
x2;x4; x5; x11;x22; x23;x24; x27;x30;x31;x32;x34 as variables.
The detection performance of the DT by using the original
41 variable data set is shown in Table 4.

Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analysis of the
FNT, NN and DT models are shown in Table 5.

6.2. Breast cancer classification

Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women in
many countries. Most breast cancers are detected as a
lump/mass on the breast, or through self-examination or
mammography [8]. Screening mammography is the best
tool available for detecting cancerous lesions before clinical
symptoms appear [13]. Surgery through a biopsy or
lumpectomy have been also the most common methods
+10

x8 x20

+3

x1

x22 x16x17x28 x23x29 x10 x31x11

+8

x14x29x38 x11 x3

Fig. 3. The evolved FNT trees for classe

+4

x40x11x3 x21

+10

x31 x23

+3

x37

x20 x1x18
+3 x21 x27x12 x22 x26

x3 x41x20

Fig. 2. The evolved FNT trees for classes 1 and 2 with 41 input variables.
of removal. Fine needle aspiration (FNA) of breast masses
is a cost-effective, non-traumatic, and mostly invasive
diagnostic test that obtains information needed to evaluate
malignancy. Recently, a new less invasive technique, which
uses super-cooled nitrogen to freeze and shrink a non-
cancerous tumor and destroy the blood vessels feeding the
growth of the tumor, has been developed [22] in the USA.
Various artificial intelligence techniques have been used

to improve the diagnoses procedures and to aid the
physician’s efforts [9,14,17,12].
6.2.1. Data sets

As a preliminary study, we made use of the Wisconsin
breast cancer data set from the UCI machine-learning
database repository [16]. This data set has 32 attributes (30
real-valued input features) and 569 instances of which 357
are of benign and 212 are of malignant type. We randomly
divided the training and test data sets. The first 285 data is
used for training and the remaining 284 data is used for
testing the performance of the different models.
x17x28x362

+8

x38 x13x12

x11

+2

x1

x18 x3x22

x25

+2

x20

s 3, 4 and 5 with 41 input variables.

U2R x11;x14; x17; x28;x29;x32; x36; x38

R2L x1;x3; x11; x12;x13;x18; x20; x22;x25;x38

Table 4

Detection performance using FNT, NN and DT classification models

Attack class FNT (%) NN (%) DT (%)

Normal 99.19 95.69 82.32

Probe 98.39 95.53 94.83

DOS 98.75 90.41 77.10

U2R 99.70 100 99.83

R2L 99.09 98.10 94.33
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Table 5

Comparison of false positive rate (fp) and true positive rate (tp) for FNT, NN and DT classifiers

Cancer type FNT NN DT

fp (%) tp (%) fp (%) tp (%) fp (%) tp (%)

Normal 0.98 65.00 4.3 88.70 29.66 99.60

Probe 0.18 55.86 0.40 37.15 0.24 31.00

DOS 1.59 98.98 3.68 89.38 72.10 97.63

U2R 0.16 32.00 0.05 55.81 0.022 59.26

R2L 0.17 90.76 0.17 86.63 0.022 30.73

x17 x20x29x16 x6x18 x23x19

+13

x0 x27 x3 x26+4

x16 x18
x29 x23

+15

x9 x18x26x28 x23x5 x20 x14

x0

+2

x7
x6

+4
+4

x12
x28

x26

+2

x0

x1 x10x23
x27

x25 x26 x19x4

Fig. 4. The evolved FNT trees for benign (left) and malignant (right) classifications with 30 input variables.

Table 6

The important features selected by the FNT algorithm

Cancer type Important variables

Benign x0; x3;x6;x16; x17; x18;x19;x20; x23; x26;x27;x29

Malignant x0; x1;x4;x5; x6;x7;x9; x10; x12;x14;x18;x19; x20; x23;x25;x26; x27; x28

Table 7

Comparative results of the FNT, NN and DT classification methods for

the detection of breast cancer

Cancer type FNT (%) NN (%) DT (%)

Benign 94.72 94.72 93.66

Malignant 94.75 94.01 93.66

Y. Chen et al. / Neurocomputing 70 (2006) 305–313 311
6.2.2. Results

All the models were trained and tested with the same set
of data. As the data set has two different classes, we
performed a 2-class binary classification. The instruction
sets used to create an optimal FNT classifier is
S ¼ F [ T ¼ fþ5; . . . ;þ15g [ fx0;x1; . . . ;x29g. Where xiði ¼

0; 1; . . . ; 29Þ denotes the 30 input features. The optimal
FNTs for classes 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 4. Table 7
depicts the classification performance of the FNT, NN and
DT by using the original 30 input variables data
set. It should be noted that the obtained FNT classifier
has smaller size and reduced features and without a
significant reduction in the accuracy. The important
features for constructing the FNT models are shown in
Table 6. The important variables by DT are
x6;x7;x18;x20;x22;x26;x27; x28 and x29. ROC analysis of
the FNT, NN and DT models are shown in Table 8.
7. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a flexible neural tree (FNT)
model for intrusion detection systems (IDS) and breast
cancer classification with a focus on improving the
detection/classification performance by reducing the input
features.
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Table 8

Comparison of false positive rate (fp) and true positive rate (tp) for FNT,

NN and DT classifiers

Cancer FNT NN DT

type fp (%) tp (%) fp (%) tp (%) fp (%) tp (%)

Benign 4.59 97.16 6.80 95.58 11.93 97.15

Malignant 1.70 83.49 3.87 90.29 2.84 88.07

Y. Chen et al. / Neurocomputing 70 (2006) 305–313312
As evident from Tables 4 and 7, the proposed flexible
neural tree approach seems to be very promising. The FNT
model was able to reduce the number of variables to 4, 12,
12, 8 and 10 (using 41 input variables) for classes 1–5,
respectively. Using 41 variables, FNT model gave the best
accuracy for the DOS and U2R. Using 41 input variables,
the direct NN classifier outperformed the FNT approach
for U2R attack only, and the DT classifiers gave the best
accuracy for normal and prob classes which are slightly
better than the FNT classifiers.

Similarly for breast cancer classification problem, the
FNT model was able to reduce the number of variables to
12 and 18 (using 30 input variables) without significant
reduction in the classification accuracy.

Even though our current research was focused only on
IDS and breast cancer classification, we believe that the
proposed model could be extensively used for other
classification problems involving numerous input features.
We are also planning to investigate this in our future
research.
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